Respondents and Institutions
Of the 835 respondents (3% response) who participated in the survey, the majority were from the US with 62.3%, followed by the UK with 12.7%. The remaining 25% of the responses were from the rest of the world. With respect to the institutions, 39.5% were from public universities or colleges, 24.1% from private universities or colleges, 7.6% from community colleges, 6.9% public libraries, 5.4% government or agency libraries, 5.3% corporate, 2.4% non profit corporate, 2.0% high school, 1.6% national libraries, and 1% hospitals.
When asked which title best described their role in their institution, 32.1% of those responding chose head or dean of library services, 14.1% collection development or acquisition librarian, 11% electronic resources librarian, 7.7% technical services librarian, and 1.3% serials librarian. The remaining 27.9% selected none of the above. Their decision-making roles were reported as 41.5% making the final decision, 36.8% making recommendations, 14.3% provided their views for decisions and 7.4% did not play a role.
When asked how many registered users including faculty, students, and staff were at their respective institutions, 55.7% reported less than 10,000, 15.9% reported between 10-20,000, 17.2% reported between 20-40,000, and 11.3% over 40,000.
The Financial Outlook
On average, the respondents reported that their total library budgets were down 3% from last year, and they expect an additional loss of 1.7% next year and a .7% additional loss the second year out. The average total projected loss over three years is 5.4%. Of the respondents, 42% reported that their total library budgets were down, and 15% reported them up; 32% reported that their total library budgets had stayed about the same, and 11% reported that they were unsure at the time of the survey. For those reporting that their budgets were down, the average decrease was just under 9%. For those reporting that their budgets were up, the average increase was just under 6%.
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Impact on Resources, Personnel, and Operations
This survey was designed to stimulate thought on how best to cope with the economic downturn by looking at a survey of responses to questions about the current situation in libraries. The experiences vary from dramatically worse off than last year to much better off than last year with the balance tipping downward. The remainder of the survey provides a view of how these libraries are planning to respond to their particular situations. The responses throughout reflect the pattern of the budget losses or gains reported above.
When asked which areas of expenditures (for resources, personnel, services, or infrastructure) the changes in funding would affect, 41% of the responses across all four categories expect no change in expenditures, 31% expect decreases, and 28% expect increases. Of the 31% of the responses that anticipate decreases in expenditures, 36% designated resources, 25% personnel, 20% infrastructure, and 19% services. Of Yale University library rowing collections: a checklist evaluation and semi-availability study / Th. E. Nisonger and W.H. Meehan," Library Collections, Acquisitions and Technical Services, vol.31, 2007, p.119-137. 8. Ross, Lyman. "The library is dead, long live the library! The practice of academic librari-the 28% of responses anticipating increases in expenditures 32% designated resources, 29% infrastructure, 20% services, and 19% personnel. Infrastructure has a net gain of 9 percentage points of responses expecting increases. Services are nearly a draw between those expecting increases versus decreases. Resources are down by 4% of the responses and personnel by 6%.
When asked about actual plans to cut particular resources over the next two years, the large majority of respondents either had no plans to cut resources, personnel, services or infrastructure, or they had not yet made that decision. For the minority that had already decided on cuts, 21.5% planned to cut the resource budget, 17.3% personnel, and 10.9% services or infrastructure.
Resource Expenditures
Respondents were first asked to report the percentages of their budgets spent across seven categories. The responses in descending order of average percentages of the budget spent this year on various categories were: databases 27.3%, print books (excluding monographs) 23.8%, electronic-only serials 18%, print and electronic serials 17.3%, print-only serials 14.3%, monographs 14.2%, and eBooks 6.8%.
Planned Budget Cuts
Resources -When respondents were asked if they planned to cut their resource budget over the next two years, 21.5% responded yes, 37.5% responded no, and 41% responded too early to say. When those that responded yes were further asked of the likelihood on a scale of 1 (very unlikely) through 4 (very likely) across the following categories, their responses in order of likelihood were, printonly serials (3.48), print books excluding monographs (3.44), monographs (3.37), print and electronic serials (3.08), database subscriptions (2.99), electronic-only serials (2.65), and eBooks (2.38).
Personnel -When respondents were asked if they planned to cut personnel costs over the next two years, only 17.3% responded yes, 52.2% responded no, and 30.6% responded too early to say. When those that responded yes were further asked about the likelihood on a scale of 1 (very unlikely) through 4 (very likely) of cuts occurring in different ways, the top four preferences were to use non-replacement (3.67), freeze on recruitment (3.53), restructuring (3.21), or early retirement (2.95).
Services and Infrastructure -When respondents were asked if they planned to cut services and infrastructure over the next two years, 10.9% responded yes, 55.4% responded no, and 33.7% responded too early to say. When those that responded yes were further asked about the likelihood of cuts occurring in different areas, all five responses were closely grouped on a scale of 1 (very unlikely) through
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tional funding as a way to balance the budget. Two of the options split the responses nearly evenly. Lobbying internally for a greater share of the budget garnered 47.2% and looking externally for new sources of funding (e.g., grants or fundraising) 42.7%. The third choice, increasing charges for library users, was the preferred option for only 10.1%.
Managing the Budget
Two questions were asked concerning managing the budget. The first presented options for optimizing the purchase of digital resources. The second explored options for the decision-making process.
Purchasing Digital Resources -The first three preferences for purchasing digital resources in descending order are, the purchase of digital collections (27.2%), patron driven access models (25.7%), and purchase individual titles through aggregators and book vendors (22.8%). The other two choices, purchasing individual titles from publishers (13.6%) and approval plans (10.7%) closely split the remainder of responses.
Decision-making -In the question asking respondents which of four options provided the most effective method for managing the budget, nearly half (42.9%) selected demonstrating value through better usage and outcomes data. About a quarter (23.5%) chose getting a better understanding of costs (e.g., activity-based costing). Putting greater pressure on vendors over pricing was selected by 21.9%, and 11.7% selected more effective benchmarking and performance indicators.
Exploring Ways Forward
In an attempt to frame the survey amid broader expectations, the respondents were asked to agree or disagree with five general statements. The average of each of the five answers skewed to the positive side of a range from strongly disagree (-1.0) through strongly disagree (1.0). The highest rating (.91) was produced by agreement with the statement that the downturn will focus library resources where the greatest value is delivered, which was followed closely by a rating of .83 in agreement that the downturn will focus library thinking on return on investment. Both of these indicate an ability to see the rosy side of a bad situation, since the third highest agreement was with the statement that the impact on libraries would be severe and long lasting (.43). The positive response balance slipped to .29 with the statement that the economy would recover in the next two years. The positive score declined to .22 over agreement with the statement that library budgets will suffer in the next two years but then recover.
Summary
The survey was initiated by ebrary as the fourth in a series of library surveys. Approximately 3% of the nearly 30,000 librarians that comprise ebrary's email list responded to the survey. It was constructed by the Department of Information Studies, UCL Centre for Publishing and CIBER research group with input from librarians around the globe. The survey was designed to provide information on the 
Balancing the Budget -Methods
Four methods were presented for ways to balance the budget: making cutbacks, greater cooperation with other libraries, seeking additional funding, or doing things differently. Slightly over a third (34.7%) selected doing things differently as the likeliest way to balance their budgets. Nearly a quarter (24.8%) expected that greater cooperation with other libraries will be most effective of these options. Making cutbacks (21.5%) and seeking additional funding (19%) also received respectable numbers of responses as preferred methods. Each of the methods was explored further by examining preferences for achieving each of them. Doing Things Differently (34.7%) -Of the three methods of doing things differently to balance the budget, accelerating the move from print to electronic delivery was selected by just over half (53.4%) while 37.8% of the respondents selected directing users to free electronic resources. Outsourcing library services or infrastructure received 8.8% of the responses.
Cooperating with Other Libraries (24.8%) -Of the three methods of cooperation with other libraries as the means for balancing the budget, resource savings garnered 81.9% of the responses as the most effective option. Operational cooperation (11.1%) and personnel cooperation (7%) split the remainder.
Making Cutbacks (21.5%) -When asked which area was most effective for cutting the budget, resources scored 41.6% of the responses, operations 35.4%, and personnel 23%.
Seeking Additional Funding (19%) -There were three choices for seeking addi-continued on page 47
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effects of the global recession on libraries and to elicit insight on alternative ways librarians would respond to it.
On average, the respondents reported that they expect their total average projected budgetary loss over three years to be just above 5%. A mixture of responses was returned with respect to cuts that respondents would make to deal with budget shortfalls. Cutting resources topped the list with print books and serials the most likely candidates.
Four methods were presented for balancing the budget: making cutbacks, greater cooperation with other libraries, seeking additional funding, or doing things differently. A plurality of just over a third of the respondents indicated that librarians needed to change what they are doing. Of three change options provided in the survey, over half of the respondents saw the optimal change as acceleration from print to e-resources.
Implications
The longitudinal data provided by the Center for Educational Statistics reveal a downward trend for academic library funding that frames the implications of this study. Many librarians see moving more rapidly toward e-resources over print as the best way forward. This is both a solution and an indication of a problem. Efficiencies associated with electronic resource distribution are one way that the loss of funding for libraries over the last decade can be viewed. Libraries have been cutting print subscriptions and purchasing electronic versions for much less per title, and faculty have mostly received online access well. This is largely because of the quantities of titles available in bundles and access options like pay-per-view. If the same phenomenon occurs with books and eBooks over the next decade as the Google deal portends, libraries may not see a return to the peak of 1999 but a further decline in budgets. Purchasing power by measure of the number of titles available is increasing despite the decline in budgets. The shift to online access has provided beneficial results with respect to increased access to information resources for faculty and students despite the downward budgetary trend.
There is at least one cautionary note implicit in this transition to e-resources, as well as hope for the future. First the caution: the decline in library budgets does not permit libraries to respond adequately to other aspects of the changing information sphere. This survey focused mostly on the functions of the libraries that are associated with the transition to electronic formats of journals and books. It does not address the development of the future library needs of higher education that are related to the evolving Internet that are thus far only beginning to be defined in practice. Academic librarians must navigate access to the complex and rapidly evolving Websites, data structures and navigational tools of the Internet; articulate information literacy across the curriculum; increase efforts toward digital and physical archival preservation and access; and attend to changing peer review and publication models, as well as changes in copyright and fair use practices in an International environment. The reduction in budgets affects the rate at which these challenging issues will be addressed.
With respect to hope for the future, librarians have demonstrated in this survey that they are optimistic about the long-term effects of this economic downturn. They overwhelmingly assert confidence that it will impose a discipline that is healthy for librarianship. O ur daily activities -travel, eating, and bathing -contribute to each of our personal "environmental footprints." This term (along with "ecological footprint" and "carbon footprint") has come to be used as a vivid way to describe the impact of a product, process, or person. Tables and telephones have an environmental footprint, and so does Twitter. Spam has an environmental footprint, and so do eBooks, library databases, and digital reference collections.
But this fact has not really sunk in with people, or even with environmental experts. The other day a colleague in Shanghai wrote, "send me electronic versions of what you can (I am nearly paperless!)." He's a consultant who specializes in both China and environmental issues, two of the main areas where Berkshire Publishing Group is focused. I met this colleague through Twitter, so he's tech-savvy and globally networked. But he takes it for granted that being paperless is green.
The transition from print to eBooks and online databases raises new and challenging questions for libraries, and it's become a special issue for me because I'm an environmental author -and working to be a green publisher. I'm all for saving trees, but paper has an undeservingly bad reputation with the general public and with experts, too, even though trees are wonderfully renewable. It thrills me that New England has been largely reforested over the last century. But during early days of work on The Business of Sustainability (the second volume in Berkshire's new Encyclopedia of Sustainability), one of the editors, a scholar at a leading business school specializing in environmental strategy, said, "I'm not sure why this is going to be on paper at all, instead of on CDs or online."
One of the Best Things to Do with a Tree
In 1989, I was a young author in London, propelled into the Green world by the surprise success of my first book. My first media event was an hour-long call-in interview on a major London radio program. I was coming down with flu, and leaving my two-month-old baby didn't add any joy to the occasion. I was wildly nervous and prayed that no one I knew would listen. But the interviewer, a radio celebrity, was charming, the handful of people calling in asked easy questions, and the time flew past. I could see the clock and was beginning to think that I was going to survive, when the interviewer started fanning the pages of my book. He looked and said, "I assume this is printed on recycled paper?" Recycled paper had been a point of discussion from early in the project, naturally, but the small London publisher that had taken on an unknown young author (whose friends were quick to tell her that she knew nothing about the subject of the book) had no budget for copy editing, let alone printing on recycled paper. (For reasons I did not entirely understand, but clearly having to do with volume and demand, recycled paper in those days cost some 50% more than virgin paper. And while prices are more reasonable now, it still costs more to use recycled paper stock.)
